
what is stop motion
animation?

 
 

an Explainer video 
by erika delis



Stop motion animation can be a

misunderstood and oftentimes

underrated medium of animation,

however many don’t recognize its

accessibility and skills it provides

you. Using your phone and simple

materials such as clay and paper

make stop motion so accessible. 

 

Thesis

Logline
An old puppet teaches the newbie
armature about the wonderful
world of stop motion animation.



My aim with this project wasto produce a Stop Motionanimated explainer videothat would showcase theincredible world of stopmotion animation, all whileadding an element of fun.

To inform anyone that is

interested in or wants to do

stop motion animation and

additionally broaden the

general understanding of it,

allowing people to understand

it’s not too hard to give a try.

 

Overall Goal





Utilizing 3D models  

and playing with

different camera

angles, I was able to

Storyboard each

shot  with ease  

Some of my favorite  storyboard panels 

Storyboard: scenes 1-12

After finalizing my story, I
was able to determine what
my set would look like exactly



To begin- i needed to determine
how i could create these walls 

I tore apart two

box springs from

my garage to

create my walls

Shoutout to my Dad
for all the help <3 

Thanks to him, I also
was able to get wood
for making supports

for the walls

the wall supports' plans

after DAYS of work in the wood shop



After creating the

final additional wall

supports, I created

my own steel

brackets to support

my shelf 

After creating thefinal additional wallsupports, I createdmy own steelbrackets to supportmy shelf 



The overall style, emphasizing the
handmade quality of stop motion



plan a: wood head

plan b: apoxie sculpt over stickybones plastic head

Working with my amazing

painter, Jamie Daggers, I

gave her instructions on

how to paint my

character's head 



hand process



His final look- the

clothing was all

made by M Dailey

rig



claydough & the newbie



The previous illustrator
file that got corrupted



Some of my favorite stills



Behind the animation
 





Thank you, any
questions?


